Building the cloud
opportunity
with Vuzion

Vuzion is a value-add cloud distributor and Microsoft
CSP Indirect Provider, helping resellers and MSPs to
build and develop long-term, profitable, and futureproof cloud businesses.

At Vuzion, we understand that every partner is different, each with
their own business practices and portfolio of offerings - whether
that’s reselling solutions from leading industry technology providers,
or providing solutions along with managed, consultancy, or
professional services.
Whatever your goals as a business, we work to help you achieve
them, ensuring you have the skills, product and industry knowledge,
and ability to reach out to customers, with the safety net of knowing
that Vuzion’s professional and support services can bridge any
capacity and capability gaps.
Our job is to help you add value to, and grow your business.
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Solutions and services to grow
your portfolio
Businesses are moving to the cloud in increasing numbers.
Microsoft’s modern workplace solutions deliver productivity tools the office, collaboration and communication apps, plus the security
measures to stay secure - while Azure provides the comprehensive
platform on which to host cloud-based services and infrastructure.
Hybrid ready, with flexible offerings and flexible pricing, Microsoft
products come with Microsoft guarantees along with worldwide
support and database availability.
And as a Vuzion partner, you have access to Vuzion’s complete
ecosystem, to be able to blend Microsoft’s range of cloud-based
applications and services with those delivered by thousands of
third-party providers.
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Vuzion’s Marketplace & eCommerce platform
Vuzion CORE is our next generation marketplace, control panel, and billing platform, helping
partners streamline the provisioning and billing of services.

Vendor relationships
We develop strong working links with our
vendors, to ensure that you are kept up-todate with product news, and incentive and
rebate information.

Internal use rights (IURs)
With internal use rights for all your tenants for
solutions including Microsoft’s, ClipTraining,
and Letsignit, you not only have the added
value of the service, but can pass on your firsthand experience, advice and guidance with
regard to the service, to your customers.

One of the main reasons for partnering with
Vuzion is the range of opportunities offered by
their smart ecosystem of solutions and services.
We also use Vuzion’s billing-as-a-service, which means we can
concentrate on what we do best without having to worry about
invoicing and collection of funds.
- James Taylor
Head of Business Development, Care Computers
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Every Vuzion partner has an
account manager
And we actively manage every account! No matter your size, focus or
location, we hold ourselves accountable for your business growth.
We work to help you build your practice, help you define your
offers and develop repeatable solutions, grow your skills base and
expertise to add value into your business, and deliver your services
to a growing customer base.
We’ll help you develop support, managed, and professional services
to wrap around your core offerings and become that ‘trusted adviser’
to your customers.

Only positive things to say about Vuzion. Tahmid and
Cameron are fantastic, really attentive and nothing
is too much trouble. With some CSP providers you
get the feeling that you’re just a number, and unless
you’re hitting some fantastic sales figures, you’re not
important. However, with Vuzion they give the same
attention to those at the top end of the scale as those
at the bottom. You get a real sense that they care
about your business and want you to grow just as
they have done.
- Robert Shaw
Virtual IT Director, CyberBITS
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Vuzion’s support pillars
Vuzion offers a range of value-add services to support your business across technical skills
development, and professional services and go-to-market needs.

Training & enablement
The training and enablement programme, EDGE focuses on knowledge and capability
development, ensuring your teams have the skills needed to take full advantage of the cloud
opportunity, and offer a programme of services to meet your customers’ needs.
Vuzion’s Microsoft certified MVP runs our programme of ‘Fundamentals’ workshop courses,
designed to give foundation level knowledge of Azure and Microsoft 365 topics, and prepare
candidates for the Microsoft exams. We also host regular webinars, as well as a partner event
to foster discussion of the latest industry and product news, and enable networking across
our ecosystem.

Professional services & support
Our aim is to help you build your own skills and expertise, but we recognise that it can take
time to build capability and workload can create capacity challenges. And we want to ensure
that nothing holds you back from being able to market yourself as a provider for really
complex tasks, larger projects than you’re perhaps currently able to go after, and for greater
return. So, while you’re building your skills and expertise - or if you decide that there are
certain areas you’d rather leave to us - we’re here to do all the hard part.
Provision of our PRO pillar is based around the expertise we’ve developed in cloud
migration, and our in-depth understanding of how to move businesses to the cloud, and take
advantage of Azure.
Through Vuzion PRO we provide a range of services. Pre-sales advice for apps and
infrastructure projects covers help with opportunity scoping through to creation of SLAs.
Our migration service includes support for moving businesses from a hosted or on-premises
exchange to Office 365 or Microsoft 365, up to database and infrastructure modernisation.
In addition to Vuzion’s standard PRO offerings, optional services are available to enable you
to extend your service provision breadth - such as through providing support-as-a-service,
or a bespoke consultation service that could incorporate phases through from discovery and
design, to deployment/implementation, and optimisation.
And, Vuzion provides LiveChat support and 24*7 UK-based in-person support, to ensure that
you’re never not able to reach the support you need.

As always, Alex is there to help and support whenever needed. Not only
does he know the product set, he’s always happy to think outside the
box to ensure we are able to continue supporting our customers. It’s all
very much appreciated.
- Dean Baldwin
CTO, YouCloudIT
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Go-to-market support
We’ve created our marketing support pillar and GROW hub within the Vuzion Partner Portal
to enable you as a partner to go-to-market with confidence.
Free for partners, GROW Foundation has been created to help you
discover your existing digital marketing capabilities and build on them,
with a website health check, vendor campaign content, and education,
templates and guidance.
Our monthly subscription GROW tier delivers curated, hot-topic
campaign content on a weekly and monthly basis. To help you position
your business as a thought-leader, content includes weekly blogs, email
templates and social posts, infographics, case studies and eBooks,
battlecards and sales presentations.
We understand that as no two businesses are the same, marketing
needs differ from business to business as well. Our Bespoke services
can range from creating tailored campaign content to event support and
social media help. We offer a shopping list with indicative prices to get
you started.

Our decision to partner with Vuzion was based on the range
of services and products Vuzion offers, and the discussions
leading us to believe that it would be a really good fit. As our
primary services are Microsoft, we also chose Vuzion because of the insights
into Microsoft products and services that Vuzion provides, plus details of the
incentives and rebates.
Our experience since establishing the partnership has been excellent, from our
relationship with our account manager, Val Wilson, to reception during visits
– and response is always extremely quick. Although growing, we are a small
company, but receive the same level of service as a far larger company could
expect to.
- Charlie Airey
Director, Nuvem Logic

Next Steps
If you would like more information about Partnering with
Vuzion contact the Vuzion team:
partners@vuzion.cloud
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0333 009 5939

For more information contact the Vuzion team:

UK Office

Dublin & Belfast Office

www.vuzion.cloud
partners@vuzion.cloud

www.vuzion.ie
partners@vuzion.ie

+44 333 009 5939

+353 168 561 91

About Vuzion
A Microsoft Gold Partner, Vuzion is a modern, value-add cloud aggregator and Microsoft
CSP indirect provider (CSP distributor).
When collaborating with an indirect provider, transition to become a cloud MSP becomes
easier and swifter. With our mission to help partners grow a long-term, future-proof, and
profitable cloud-based business, our continually developing portfolio of cloud services,
complementary professional and managed services, and partner-to-partner offerings,
enables partners to build the solutions customers want.
With 20+ years’ cloud experience, Vuzion is headquartered in Fareham, Hampshire, with
offices in London, Dublin, and Belfast.
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